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Daylight broke and the wind started. It didn’t stop all day (and I
left the field at dusk). No need to read further unless you are
interested in how FF contestants coped. 

Coping with tough conditions is part of what makes
competition flying interesting and so satisfying. We

don’t
come to
the Nats to
bemoan the
weather; we
come to fly! To succeed at the
Nats, as with most things worthwhile,
you play the hand you’re dealt.

Dawn Unlimited was first to go off at around 6:45 a.m. After
years of trying, living legend Bud Romak copped his first
victory in this specialized event. His winning time was an
amazing 7:03.

There were three FAI flyoffs scheduled for Thursday

morning. In F1B, two of the seven sportsmen (George Batiuk
and Greg Simon) no-showed because of travel and work
obligations. This left five men to vie for the F1B Aero Cup. The
undisputed favorite was Alex Andriukov, living F1B legend and
three-time World Champ. As it turns out Alex did not
disappoint; he added to his impressive resume the 2008 Nats
F1B title with a flyoff score of around five minutes. 

The next flyoff was in F1P, and was between defending
champ Dave Rounsaville and Reid Simpson. Both models blew
off the field and landed in trees. Reid’s time was 4:47 and
Dave’s was 4:45. I’d say that’s tight!

F1C had five men in the flyoff. By the 7:30 a.m. starting
horn, the
northwesterly
breeze had increased
to around 5 mph. All
five fliers (Norm Poti,
Matt Gewain, Don
Chesson, Henry Spence,
and Faust Parker) got
good launches. Spence’s
engine sagged and the
climb suffered. 
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Ed Hardin ROGs his great-flying Korda
“Dethermalizer” in OT Rubber Cabin. He
ended third.



Chesson’s transition was slightly off but he was very high. Gewain—
flying a homemade folder—DTed as planned at four minutes though
the max was unlimited. This was too bad since his climb and glide
were spectacular. 

In the end Chesson’s Verbitsky flapper managed about eight
minutes for the decisive win. With this victory (among several
others recent wins) it is safe to say that more F1C fliers will be
looking to flappers for their number-one flyoff models.

After the flyoff dust settled the regular Thursday events began
to be flown. By about 9 a.m. the wind had increased to around
10 mph and would stay that way all day. It was a little cooler
(low 80s) which made for more comfortable flying conditions, but
lighter winds would have been much preferred over lower
temperatures. 

Most prominent among Thursday’s AMA events was Hand-Launched
Glider. This year (as in most years) HLG was the FF Nats’ most popular
event with 49 fliers including 18 Juniors and Seniors. All eyes were on the elite
fliers including Tim Batiuk, Stan Buddenbohm, and Jim Lewis. After a rough day of flying
in the sloppy air Batiuk emerged on top for his third Nats HLG win. 

Only seven seconds behind him was Buddenbohm, followed by my good friend and
fellow Coloradoan Mark Covington. Mark—in just his second Nats—managed a maxout,
plus a fourth flight of 106. Nice flying Mark!

In Senior HLG Miles Johnson won decisively over Marian Whitney, but that isn’t the
whole story. Around midday Marian had his best glider flying perfectly when another
competitor walked into his launch at the moment of release, completely destroying the
glider. Marian was devastated but regrouped quickly. He grabbed a backup glider and finished
his flights. 

Junior HLG had 16 fliers—the most in recent memory. Daniel Vucovich was dominant in his
winning performance, followed by Brian Pacelli and Timothy Barron, both of whom were still jet-
lagged from their Gold Medal-winning Junior World FF Champs trip the preceding week.

Ed Hardin’s
Korda
“Dethermalizer”
in flight.

(L-R) Miles
Johnson,
Marian
Whitney, and
Tim Batiuk
were a
strong unit
in Team HLG.



Another prestigious event held Thursday was F1G.
Thirty-one fliers made the 9 a.m. start and by the close
of the fifth (of five) rounds only two were maxed out.
(Did I mention how tough the conditions were?) Tom
Vaccarro emerged in first after two tension-packed
flyoff rounds. 

Twenty-one fliers started in 1/2A Nostalgia. Winner
Larry Davidson made six maxes to add this title to his
many Nats wins in Nostalgia Gas. Only six fliers maxed
out in the choppy air. Same in 1/2A and 1/2A Classic
gas: the winning max total was only six. In a fair-
weather year this max total would normally be over 10.

Herb Kothe needed six maxes to win Old Time Cabin
Rubber over a field of 10 fliers. Of 10, only four maxed
out. Again, rough wind and challenging air-picking
made for a grueling day. 

Rounding out Thursday’s events were Jetex, Ignition
Nostalgia, 1/2A Ramrod, and E-36. Not one of these
events featured a maxout!

The weather forecast for Friday looks a little better.
Winds will be calmer in the morning but then increase
to around 10 mph by 2 p.m.

One last thing that jumped out at me as I reflect on
Thursday’s results: the winners of four of the events
(F1P, F1B, Old Time Cabin Rubber, and E-36) were
four men with something in common. Barely a half-day
earlier they had been inducted into the Free Flight Hall
of Fame. 

Coincidence? Not in a million years!
—Don DeLoach
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Winner in Team HLG was the trio of (L-R) Joe
Mekina (fourth individually), Jim Buxton
(seventh), and Mark Covington (third). 

Tom Vaccarro launches his winning
F1G flyoff flight.

Greg Hinrichs’ hot
1/2A bunter leaps
out of his hands.
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Electric
Class B and Sport Class Wrap-up

Yesterday saw the last two Sailplane events: Class B LMR
Electric Sailplane and Sport Class Electric Sailplane.

Class B was flown first and pitted 11 competitors through
seven rounds of tasks. Donald Richmond came out on top with a
total score of 7073.27. He was followed by David Dean with
6036.62 points, and John Iafret with 5986.25.

Sport Class flew three 8-minute rounds with five competitors
who were challenged each round by the increasing winds.
Evident by the fact that a golf cart was needed to retrieve
airplanes in the third round, it was decided that would be
the final round. Mastering the windy conditions saw
Donald Blackwell take first, Ed Franz second, and
Stewart Moore third.

Tom Kallevang was recognized by Ron
Morgan for his hard work as the Event

Director of RC Electric.
The results of 1/2A Texaco flown Wednesday evening were

Don Belfort taking first place, Bill May, second and Tony Stamp
third. 

The Soaring Nats came to a close yesterday after 12 days of
friends, fun, sink, and lift. The good news is, if you didn’t get
enough Soaring goodness during the Nats, the World Soaring
Masters with be here at the AMA September 18-21 

—Jay Smith

Tom Kallevang
was recognized by
Ron Morgan for his
hard work as the
Event Director
of RC Electric.
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Profile

David Dean, Class B second-place winner from Austin, Texas,
takes a minute to tell us about his first Nats experience. 

Q: Tell me a little about your first Nats experience?

“Well it was pretty exciting for me; it’s a beautiful field, great
facility, and very professionally managed. I flew Class A and Class B
Electric Sailplane. I will start with the exciting part. In Class B on
the first flight I was using someone else’s receiver and I lost control
of the plane on launch after about five seconds. We found out the
receiver wire had pulled loose. 

“Nonetheless, after loosing control the plane did slow lazy loops,
slowed down, and plunked down on the ground. It didn’t damage the
plane at all. Other than that it went well until the last flight when I
got flipped over and broke a wing tip. On the whole it was not bad at
all.

“The day before in Class A Electric Sailplane I was coming in on
final and had a midair collision with another pilot’s plane. His just
got sliced in half and mine after tumbling to the ground was
completely undamaged. So I guess carbon fiber meets balsa. That
was exciting stuff.”

Q: Do you plan to come back and compete next year? 

“I will certainly try, yeah. Budget and gas prices permitting, you
bet ya!”

Q: Was the Nats what you expected?

“It was actually a great deal more. I was a little nervous about the entire experience and didn’t think I would be anywhere near
competitive and I was at least able to hold my own I think. So it was a great deal of fun, very instructive. But most importantly
the really good people I met here and all the great tips and good stories that were shared that was the most enjoyable.”
—Jay Smith
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Wayne Yeager, Nats RC

Director

Q. Where are you from?
A. Michigan.

Q. How long have you been flying?
A. Since I was a kid, but had a gap
during military service. Actively since
about 1970.

Q. What type of aircraft are you
competing with?
A. Wayne is the Nats RC Director.

Q. How many Nats have you been to?
A. My first Nats was the 1976 Nats. I
have been working the Nats since
1985.

Q. What brings you back to the Nats?
A. To see my old friends and I like
working the Nats and that is why I
come back.

Meet the CD




